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Abstract: The ancient literature of South Asia is a source for several features of the socio-cultural aspect
of past societies. The ancient literature preserves a wide range of evidences that can date back to second
millennium BCE even if its traditional chronology is taken into account. One among the evidences is the
reference to various modes of disposal of dead starting from Rigveda onwards. It is interesting to note
that these references could be correlated with the several excavated burial typologies from a host of
Harappan sites. Various scholars starting with Datta as early as 1936 and as late as Bisht have done the
correlation of literature with actual archaeological evidence from Harappan sites. This clearly indicates
the vibrant nature of these evidences and the necessity to understand the wide corpus of data presented in
ancient literature in relation to archaeological evidences not only from Harappan sites, but also with
other contemporary cultures. In this regard, the evidence from a host of Harappan sites with emphasis to
Sanauli is presented here to understand the possible convergence of historical literature and archaeology.
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Introduction
The study of ancient literature of South Asia is an important source in understanding
several aspects related to socio-cultural phenomena of past societies. Even though the
exact dating of the earliest Sanskrit literature consisting of the Vedas, Brahmanas,
Upanishads and Sutra is still in a fluid state, the earliest among them, i.e. compilation of
Rigveda can be definitely dated to the beginning of the second millennium BCE as
revealed from the various works in the recent past even though several scholars like
Witzel proposes a minimum date of c. 1400 BCE.
As per Witzel, the traditional divisions of Vedas consist of four sruti levels consisting of
Samhita, Brahmana, Aranyaka and Upanishad and the smriti level consisting of Sutra
literature (Witzel, M 2001: 4). However, as per Witzel, the literature exhibits a clear
linear linguistic development and can be distinguished into five clear levels consisting
of the following (Witzel, M 2001: 4):
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•
•
•
•
•

Rigvedic (with many hymns of RV 10 as a late addition);
'Mantra language' (AV, SV as far as differing from RV, YV Mantras, RV Khila);
Prose of the Krishna Yajurveda Samhitas (MS, KS/KpS, TS);
Brahmana language, where the late (and mainly S.-E.) level includes the Aranyakas and
the early Upanishads but also the early Sutras such as BSS;
Sutra language which gradually gives way to Epic/Classical Sanskrit.

Macdonnel (1990: 29) has aptly given the nature of the four Vedas. Macdonnel
distinguishes three clear literary strata in the literature of Vedic period. The four
Vedas have been described as belonging to different periods and are collections known
as ‘samhitas’ “…of hymns and prayers made for different ritual purposes.”(Macdonnel 1990:
29).
Various linguist scholars, historians and archaeologists differ in their views on placing
the geography mentioned in the earliest literature, i.e. Rigveda in Central Asia,
Afghanistan, Western India, etc. Some scholars like B.B. Lal (2002), Bhagwan Singh
(1995), R.S. Bisht (1999: 398-438) advocate that the geography mentioned in Rigveda is
of the Harappan region. Lal and Bisht discuss the geography along with the
importance of River Sarasvati mentioned in Rigveda (X. 75.5 & 6, VII, 95.1&2) through
the following verses:
#m< me g<¼e ymune srsvit zutuiÔ Staem< scta pru:{ya,
AisKNya m?rud!v&xe ivtStyaijR?kIye ï&[uýa su;aem?ya.5.
t&òam?ya àwm< yatve sjU> susTvaR rsya? ñTya Tya,
Tv< isNxae ku-?ya gaemtI< ³umu? mehTNva srw< yai-rIy?se.6.
O Ganga, Yamuna, Sarasvati, Sutudri (Sutlej) and Parusni (Ravi), O Marudvridha with
Asikni (Chenab), O Arjikiya with Vitasta (Jhelum) and Susoma (Sohan), please listen to and
accept this hymn of mine. [5] (Lal, B.B. 2008: 2)
O Sindhu (Indus), flowing, you first meet the Tristama (and then) the Susartu, the Rasa, and
the Sveta (Swat), and thereafter the Kubha (Kabul), the Gomati (Gomal), the Krumu (Kurram)
with the Mehatnu; and (finally) you move on in the same chariot with them (i.e. carry their
waters with you). [6](Lal, B.B. 2008: 2)
à ]aedsa xay?sa sö @sa sr?svtI xrU[may?sI pU>,
àbab?xana rWye?v yait ivña? Apae m?ihna isNxu?rNya>.1.
@ka?cetTsr?SvtI ndIna< zuic?yRtI igir_y Aa s?muÔat,
rayíet?NtI -uv?nSy -Urex&Rt< pya?e duduhe nahu?;ay.2.
This Sarasvati (river) gushes forward with her waters and protects all like a metal fortress; with
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her might, like a charioteer, she surpasses (lit. obstructs) all other waters (rivers) [1] (Lal, B.B.
2008: 2).
Purest amongst all the rivers and vibrant, the Sarasvati moves on from the mountains to the
ocean, manifesting immense riches of the world, she has provided milk and ghee (clarified
butter) to Nahusa [2](Lal, B.B. 2008: 2).
The above verses clearly indicate that the River Sarasvati along with other rivers like
Ganga, Yamuna and Indus were major rivers located to the west of the River Yamuna
and in between the Rivers Yamuna and Sutlej in terms of reference in RV X.75.5. The
verse VII.95.2 also speaks of the River Sarasvati originating from the mountains and
ending into the sea. Often these two verses are quoted by scholars to prove the
geographic context of Rigveda, while other scholars like R.S. Sharma traces the River
Sarasvati to modern Afghanistan.
Bisht, while discussing the geography of the Rigvedic times, elaborately put forth the
various divisions like the (i) the land of seven rivers, (ii) the mountains, (iii) the deserts
and (iv) the seas mentioned in the Rigveda and tried to correlate the Harappan culture
that can be associated with the geographical descriptions (Bisht, R.S. 1999: 396-399).
Bisht observes (Bisht, R.S. 1999: 399), “…..the geographical horizon of the Rigveda
corresponds well with the geographical extent of the Harappan culture and also, to a large
extent, with the pre- / Early Harappan cultures…..no other archaeological culture, excepting
the Harappans, is found ubiquitously distributed all over that area until we enter into the era of
regular history several centuries later.”
The argument put forth by several scholars advocates the contemporaneity of Rigveda
with the Harappan culture on one hand, while on other, a group of scholars differ
diagrammatically and place Rigveda much later after the demise of Harappan Culture.
Nevertheless, even if the Vedic literature is placed immediately after the demise of the
Harappan Culture, the material culture, geography, metaphysical activities, etc.,
described in the literature can be correlated with the Harappan Culture, as it can be
presumed that a vast and magnanimous culture like that of Harappan, might have
definitely influenced even the later period cultures. In this regard, Lal has tried to
showcase the continuity of several traditions of the Harappans that have continued till
today in many regions of South Asia (Lal, B.B. 2008: 2). It is with this background, the
burial practices of the Harappan Culture, with its preceding and succeeding phases,
may be correlated with the earliest literature of South Asia to find out any similarities
leaving aside the definitive chronology, which is non-consensual in nature.Again an
argument is put forth here that even if the most conservative dating of Rigveda may be
considered here, which is around 1800 – 1700 BCE, it coincides with the late Harappan
cultures, and hence a continuity tends to occur and is discernible in both the
archaeological culture as well as the contemporary literature.
The practice of disposing the dead in various modes is witnessed from the
archaeological record since Neolithic period onwards in South Asia, particularly in the
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Indus and Baluchistan Traditions (Prabhakar, V. N. 2012). Burials being one of the
modes of disposal of dead are well preserved in the archaeological record due to its
nature of survival when compared to other means like cremation, exposing to vagaries
of nature, etc. A variety of burial modes could be discernible from the archaeological
sites of formative period of the Harappans (Fig. 1), mature Harappans (Fig. 2) and late /
post-urban Harappan (Fig. 3) periods. These modes of disposal of dead and burial
practices have been compared with the references and commentaries from the ancient
Sanskrit literature of the early and later Vedic periods predominantly ever since the
Harappan Civilization was brought to light. In this regard, the interpretations of Datta,
Vats, Rao, Bisht, and Kane have been presented here to have an overview and as the
works of the other scholars overlap with each other.

Interpretation by B.N. Datta
One of the earliest attempts to correlate the funeral customs of the Vedic literature with
the ‘Indus Valley Culture’ was by Datta (1936: 223-307).Datta cites from the Rigveda
(X.18) and Satapatha Brahmana (XIII 8.1.9; XIII 8.2.12; XIII 8.3.11) on the evidence of
burials. Through the above verses from Satapatha Brahmana, Datta draws attention on
the nature of burial pits and their sizes for various groups prevalent during the period
(Datta, B.N. 1936: 226). Datta further cites on the evidence of covering up the burial pits
and providing a protection; enclosed with stones from SB XIII 8.2.12 (Datta, B.N. 1936:
226). Further he opines thus while quoting the verse SB XIII 8.3.11, “….let him not make
it (the sepulchral mound) too large, lest he make the (deceased’s) sin large. For a Kshatriya he
may make it as high as a man with stretched arms, for a Brahmana reaching up to the mouth,
for a woman up to the hips, for a Vaishya up to the thighs, for a Sudra up to the knee”(Datta,
B.N. 1936: 226).
Datta further opines that only dead bodies could have been interred in the pits as they
were mentioned according to the “…size of a man...”, and for ashes or fragmentary
bones, it was the urn-burials. Datta cites references from Asvalayana Grihya Sutras for
the mention of urn burials wherein he mentions as, “…the gathering (of the bones is
performed) after the tenth (tithi from the death) (4.5.1)….A man into a male Urn without
special marks, a woman into a female one without special marks. (4.5.2)…Having well gathered
them and purified them with a winnowing basket they should put (the urn) into a pit…He
should throw earth (into the pit)…Having covered (the Urn) with a lid….they should go away
without looking back, should bathe in water, and perform a Sraddha for the deceased (4.5.710)”(Datta, B.N. 1936: 227-228).
Datta surmises based on the references from both Satapatha Brahmana and Asvalayana
Griha Sutras, that as the former is older than the latter and as there is no mention of
gathering of bones in the former, the practice of interring the dead bodies in sepulchers
was prevalent and not urn-burials; while the latter clearly mention of post-cremation
urn burials (Datta, B.N. 1936: 228). However, Datta also mentions on the two modes of
disposal of dead mentioned in the Rigveda, viz., vfXunX/kk and vufXunX/kk the former
indicating an urn burial while the latter a burial (Datta, B.N. 1936: 285). Datta has also
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made the correlation of Cemetery H burials from Harappa with the types described in
Asvalayana Grihya Sutras for urn burials and also relating them with the homeland of
Vedic Aryans, as it is located in Punjab (Datta, B.N. 1936: 229).

Figure 1: Map of Burial Sites Assignable to Formative Stages of Harappan Culture
Datta also mentions the verse RV X.18.10-13 for reference of burial custom while the
verse RV X.16.1-6 mentions a cremation system (Datta, B.N. 1936: 286-87). Datta also
156
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Figure 2: Map of Burial Sites Assignable to Mature Harappan Culture
suggests based on the interpretations of Max Muller and Winternitz on the internal
chronology of Rigveda, and hence the burial system was earlier when compared to the
cremation system, as X.16 is later in date than X. 18 (Datta, B.N. 1936: 286-87).The
practice of disposing the dead in an urn after cremating the dead body was in vogue
during the Sutra period as detailed descriptions are available in Asvalayana Griya Sutra
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as mentioned above. Based on these evidences, Datta opines that burial system was
prevalent during the early Vedic period, while urn burial system was in vogue during
later Vedic period and later the cremation mode replaced the latter (Datta, B.N. 1936:
289-90). Datta, in summary correlates the funeral customs of the ‘Indus Valley Culture’
with the Vedic and later Vedic literature and customs described in them.

Figure 3: Map of Burial Sites Assignable to Late/Post Urban Harappan Culture
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Interpretation by M. S. Vats
Another early attempt to link the dead and disposal of the dead of the Harappans with
the Sanskrit literature is by Vats, while describing the Cemetery H burials from
Harappa (Vats, M.S. 1974: 208-210). Vats identifies the depiction of bulls without
entrails in the Pot Burial Group 206 of Stratum I (Fig. 4) with a prototype of
Anustarani, and another one to the right to that of Vaitarni. Vats also quotes the verse
X. 16.7 from Rigveda in support of this depiction (Vats, M.S. 1974: 208).

Figure 4: Depiction on Pot Burial Group 206, Stratum I, Cemetery H, Harappa
The verse X.16.7 from Rigveda reads as follows:
AGnevRmR pir gaei-VyRySv s<àae[Ru:v pItsa medsa c,
neÅva x&:[uhRrsa jùR;a[ae dx&iGvxúyNpyRŒyate.7.
The translation of the above verse as given by Arya et al. is, “Enclose the main of Agni
with the (hid of the) cow; cover it with the fat and marrow: then will not (Agni), bold, exulting
in his fierce heat, proud, embrace you roundabout to consume you (to ashes).”(Arya, R.P. and
K.L. Joshi: 1997: 229)Vats also quotes several references from later period Sanskrit
literature in support of this depiction. They are Asvalayana Ghrihya Sutra (IV.3), Aitreya
Brahmana (III.3.8), Katyayana Srauta Sutra (XXV.7.30) all for the Anustarani, and for the
Vaitarni, he further quotes from Ramayana (IV.44.65), Mahabharata (II.373) and
Harivamsa (7736 and 9511)(Vats, M.S. 1974: 208).The depiction of another animal, that of
outlined hindquarters of a goat from the same funeral vessels, Vats quotes again from
Rigveda (X.16.1 and X.16.4) for its support (Vats, M.S. 1974: 209). The verse reads as
follows:
mEnmGne z&t< dhae mai- zaecae maSy Tvc< ici]pae ma zrIrm!,
yda z&t< k&[vae jatvedae=wemen< à ih[utaiTpt&_y>.1.
The translation of above is “Agni, consume him not entirely; afflict him not; scatternot (here
and there) his skin nor his body; when Jatavedas, you have rendered him mature, then send him
to the Pitrs.”(Arya, R.P. and K.L. Joshi: 1997: 227)
Ajae -agStpsa t< tpSv t<te zaeicStptu t< te AicR>,
yaSte izvaStNvae jatvedStai-vRhEn< suk&tamu laekm!.4.
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The translation of above is “The unborn portion (The goat is your portion); burn that, Agni,
with your heat; let your flame, your splendor, consume it; with those glorious members which
your have given him, Jataveads, bear him to the world (of the virtuous)”(Arya, R.P. and K.L.
Joshi: 1997: 228).Vats interprets the depiction of cow and goat on the pottery vessels
and the references from Rigveda that the interment of bones of the above-mentioned
animals along with dead body for cremation / burial was meant to protect the deceased
person from the flames of fires of Jatavedas (Agni), as the fire is meant to exhume only
the animals and not the deceased person, who is to be guided to the region of pious by
Agni (Vats, M.S. 1974: 209). However, Vats also mentions with caution on comparison
from the literature as the examples from Harappa, which he discussed, were from post
exposure fractional burials, while the references are from cremation context. Further,
he also mentions that the comparison between Vedic Aryans and the culture of
Harappa burials is difficult as the latter are yet to be identified with specific culture
(Vats, M.S. 1974: 209).

Interpretation by S. R. Rao
The next major interpretation can be seen from the findings of Lothal excavations by
S.R. Rao (Rao, S.R. 1979: 1-260). Rao, while discussing the findings from the cemetery
compares the modes of disposal to several references in the early and later Vedic
literature. Rao refers to both burial and cremation as two major modes of disposal of
dead as mentioned in the Vedic literature.
Rao also refers to two terms, namely, vfXunX/kk and vufXunX/kk for two major modes of
disposal of dead. Rao points out that the term vfXunX/kk refers to the practice of burning
the body by fire, and hence can be identifiable with cremation and vufXunX/kk refers to
the practice of disposing the dead one by methods other than that of burning by fire
(Rao, S.R. 1979: 142). Rao, further refers from the Atharvaveda for means of disposal of
dead other than by cremation. He refers to the terms, ijksIrk: paroptah for casting out and
m) hr% for exposure to the elements (Rao, S.R. 1979: 142).
The evidence from Harappa of a wooden coffin and mud brick chamber from
Kalibangan for burying the dead is correlated with the reference from Rigveda and
Atharvaveda regarding Hkwfex`g% (Rao, S.R. 1979: 142).The references from Satapatha
Brahmana regarding the shape of burial ground and disposal of dead in terms of its
context to the settlement and the various modes practiced by Easterners (izkP;%) by
having their burial mounds roundish are also made by Rao (Rao, S.R. 1979: 142) (Rao,
S.R. 1979: 142). Rao also refers to the reference to post-cremation burials from
Vajasaneyi Samhita (Rao, S.R. 1979: 142). Further, Rao also refers to the mention of
wrapping the dead body with flax in the Rigveda and burning of a draft-ox along with
the dead body in the Atharvaveda (Rao, S.R. 1979: 142).

Interpretations by R. S. Bisht and P. V. Kane
The most recent work on the correlation of various modes of disposal of dead with the
ancient literature is by R.S. Bisht (Bisht, R.S. 2014). Bisht discusses the relevance of
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literature in terms of the evidence obtained from the Dholavira excavations. Bisht
outlines that the various modes of disposal of dead have been found in Rigveda and
other later Vedic literature like Atharvaveda, Yajurveda, Vajasaneyi Samhita, Satapatha
Brahmana, just to name a few (Bisht, R.S. 2014: 293-302).The special category of burial
tumuli discovered and excavated from Dholavira has been compared and correlated
with the evidences from various literary works like Maitrāyanī-samhitā, Taittīriyasamhitā, Śatapatha-brāhmana, Śulba-sūtras of Baudhāyana, Āpastamba, Kātyāyana and
Mānava (Bisht, R.S. 2014:294). The radial pattern or the spoked-wheel pattern emerged
from Tumuli 1 and 2 has been correlated with the references from Rigveda (I.64.1, 2, 14,
30, 48, 11, 12; I.105.9; I.164; IV.17.14; V.31.11; VII.63.2), Satapatha Brahmana (XIII.8.1.1.17)
and Maitrayani Samhita (III.2.6) (Bisht, R.S. 2014). Bisht has identified these tumuli
burials as “...an altar simulating a chariot-wheel with spokes or one with segments of the felly
only…” (Bisht, R.S. 2014:294-296).
Bisht also discusses the two broad modes of disposal of dead mentioned in the
literature, viz., those who were subjected to fire (vfXunX/kk) and those disposed of with
means other than fire (vufXunX/kk) (Bisht, R.S. 2014: 297).The further classification of
interment burials of the category not subjected to fire is also found from Rigveda as
discussed by Bisht, who refers to “...seated in the cases (perhaps, coffins) (RV X.15.5) of or
upon a spread of barhi grass (RV X.15.3-4), or seated in (pottery) jars (RV X.15.9-10), or lying
(in their graves) on their right side by drawing up (their) legs (RV X.15.6), certainly in
crouched position like a foetus in the womb of mother” (Bisht, R.S. 2014: 297).Similar
references in the literature on the interment of husband and wife together in one
instance (RV X.18.7-9); the brother of the deceased pulls out the wife and objects
retrieved; piling of earth over a burial (RV X.18.10-12); erecting a pillar (RV X.18.13) on
or near the pile of earth and also putting a boundary of ring of stones between living
and dead (RV X.18.4) (Bisht, R.S. 2014: 298).
Bisht also draws attention to a verse from Atharvaveda wherein four modes of disposal
of dead are referred to as fu[kkrk, ijksIrk%, nX/kk and mf)rk% (Bisht, R.S. 2014: 298). The term
fu[kkrk indicates the disposal of body or relics by burying; ijksIrk% indicates ‘cast away’,
implying “... something uprooted from one place and transplanted at another, hence importing
exhuming of a buried body…”; nX/kk indicates cremation and mf)rk% indicates “…exposure of
the dead body to the elements by way of keeping it on a higher place or on some such thing like a
tree for carnivorous animals, birds and insects to feed on” (Bisht, R.S. 2014: 298). Bisht also
refers to the reference from Satapatha Brahmana on the nature of burial places and
dimensions of sepulchers for various categories of people (Bisht, R.S. 2014: 299).
In this regard, the references cited by P.V. Kane from the Satapatha Brahmana are
relevant regarding the nature of the burial ground, their shape and during which
season the pit should be dug up (Kane, P.V. 1953: 247).Kane mentions that,
“…Satapatha Brahamana… prescribes that he should make the burial mound on any level
ground where the waters flowing from a southerly direction come to the east and stand still
without dashing forward and on such a ground one may make it (burial mound)” (Kane, P.V.
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1953: 247).Kane further cites that, “… make it on a pleasant and peaceful spot, but not on a
road nor in an open space… should have the sun shining on it (at mid-day)… should not be
made at a place where it would be visible from the village and there should be charming objects
to its west (woods, gardens, etc.)… make it on salt (barren) soil, on such ground as abounds in
roots…..must not make it too large… should make it just a man’s size, broader behind (to the
west) and broader on the north side….encloses it with cords twisted in the non-sunwise way...
bids them to cut out the earth which would be just sufficient for making the mound of a man’s
size.” (Kane, P. V. 1953: 247-248). Kane also discusses elaborately on the references from
Satapatha Brahmana on the rites of sepulchral mounds, rites of erecting mound over
bones, stages in the disposal of dead bodies (Kane, P.V. 1953: 249-256).
Thus, it has been observed from the above interpretations given here of five scholars,
the early and later Vedic literature is replete with references on the metaphysical and
practical issues concerned with disposal of the dead and the rituals connected therein.
In the following pages, an attempt has been made to again discuss the individual
references along with the translation wherever possible and to correlate the typology
and modes of disposal with the archaeological evidences as far as possible.

Modes of Disposal of Dead
As discussed above, both Rao and Bisht have referred to the instances in the literature
on the two broad modes of disposal, i.e. dead bodies confined to fire and those modes
other than confining to fire. The Rigveda (X.15.14) mentions these two modes of
disposal as follows:
ye A?iGnd/Gxa ye An?iGndGxa/ mXy?E id/v> Sv/xya? mady?Nte,
tei-?> Sv/ra¦s?unIitm/eta< y?wav/z< t/Nv< kLpySv.14.
Bisht also refers to RV X.15.11 and AV VIII.3.44 which gives specifies the name of
vfXu’okÙkk% for those who practiced vfXunX/kk mode of disposal of dead (Bisht, R.S. 2013).
The relevant verses are reproduced below:
X.15.11
AiGn?:va®a> iptr @h g?CDt/ sd?>sd> sdt suà[Ity>,
A/®a h/vI<i;/ àytain b/ihR:ywa r/iy< svRvIr< dxatn.11.
AV VIII.3.44
AiGn?:va®a> iptr @h g?CDt/ sd?>sd> sdt suà[Ity>,
AÄae hvI<i; àytain bihRi; riy< c n> svRvIr< dxat.44.
Further, Bisht also mentions that the term vfXu’okÙkk% was modified and a new term was
coined subsequently as vufXu’okÙkk during Yajurveda for those who practiced vufXunX/kk
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mode of disposal (YV XIX.60) (Bisht, R.S. 2014). The relevant verse is reproduced as
follows:
ye AiGn:va®a ye AniGn:va®a mXye idv> Svxya madyNte,
te_y> SvrafsunIitmeta< ywavz< tNv< kLpyait.60.
The four modes of disposal mentioned in Atharvaveda (VIII.2.34) are reproduced below:
ye inoata ye praePta ye dGxa ye caeiÏta>,
svaR<StanGn Aa vh ipt¨n! hiv;e %Äve.34.
Thus, it may be evident from the above references on the broad categories of disposal
of dead during early and later Vedic period, which are:
•
•

Disposal of dead by confining the dead to fire, i.e. cremating the deceased person
and
Disposal of dead by means other than confining the body to fire, i.e. noncremation.
o Burying the dead body or relics, i.e. may represent both primary and
secondary burials;
o Building a burial for a person or individual expired somewhere else with the
available evidences, which may represent a secondary or a symbolic burial
and
o Exposing the bodily remains at a high place to decompose and be consumed
by animals, birds or insects, for which the archaeological evidence is very
difficult to find.

The evidence for the modes of disposal of burying the dead in the form of either a
primary or a secondary and interment of body relics or symbolic burials has been
encountered from many of the Harappan sites. The best example can be quoted here
from the Sanauli evidence, wherein the evidence for primary burials has been found
from a majority of the burial contexts, while secondary burials are absent from Sanauli.
However, the symbolic burials represented by Burials 14, 28, 106 and 116 clearly
indicate a ijksIrk: type of burial as mentioned in AV VII.2.34.
Burial 28 (Fig. 5) particularly is of interest as here a torso-shaped copper container has
28 stylised copper objects, which might represent 28 individuals who died away from
the homeland and whose bodily remains could not be found and hence a monument
erected in their memory. It can be further added here that the copper container is
accompanied by two dish-on-stands of the typical Late Harappan variety of drooping
rims and base. It is also associated with a baked brick wall, only one arm of which
could be found aligned in a northwest – southeast direction as in the case of majority of
the burials.
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Figure 5: Details of Burial 28, Sanauli
Burial 14 (Fig. 6) from Sanauli is an example of another symbolic burial wherein the
personal weapons of a deceased individual could only be found and hence they were
interred along with the usual burial pottery in an alignment meant for a regular burial.
This burial also falls under the category of ijksIrk% of burial. This burial could have been
erected for only one individual as in the case of other three symbolic burials, i.e. Burials
106 and 116.
The vufXunX/kk category of burials is a broad typology and Bisht cites evidence from
Rigveda on the sub-categories and types of this variety. The various sub-categories that
are discussed by Bisht (2014: 297) are “…seated in the cases (perhaps, coffins) of, or upon a
spread of, barhis grass, sacrificial kusa grass, or seated in (pottery) jars, or lying (in their
graves) on their right side by drawing up (their) legs, certainly in crouched position like a foetus
in the womb of mother.”
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Figure 6: Details of Burial 14, Sanauli

Disposal of Dead in Coffins
The various references for burying the dead in coffins from RV are given below:
RVX.15.5 reference to coffins
%p?hUta> ip/tr?> sa/eMyasa?e bih/R:y?e;u in/ix;?u ià/ye;?u,
t Aa g?mNt/u t #/h ï?uv/NTvix? äuvNt/u t?e=vNTv/Sman!.5.
RV VII.89.1 reference to house of earth
mae ;u vé[ m&Nmy< g&h< rajÚh< gmm!,
m&¦a su]Ç m&¦y.1/.
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AVV.30.14 Mention of mud chamber
àa[enaGne c]usa s< s&jem< smIry tNva3 s< blen,
veTwam&tSy ma nu gaNma nu -Uimg&hae -uvt!.14.
Bisht refers to RV X.15.5 for a possible reference to coffins / container in the word fuf/k
(Bisht, R.S. 2014: 297). The verse AV V.30.14 clearly mentions of a Hkwfex`g% for the
placement of dead body. The Hkwfex`g% may be either a wooden coffin or a mud-brick
chamber inside the burial pit. The remains of a wooden coffin and a mud-brick coffin
burial have been reported from the excavation at R 37 cemetery (Figs. 7 and 8) by
Wheeler at Harappa (Wheeler, R.E.M. 1949: 86-89). The remains of mud brick enclosure
around Burial 6 at Lothal (Fig. 9) can also be cited as an example of coffin burials.

Figure 7: Evidence of Wooden Coffin
Burial 5, Cemetery R 37, Harappa (1946)

Figure 8: Evidence of Mud-brick Coffin,
Burial 10, Cemetery R 37, Harappa (1946)

Figure 9: Burial 6 with Mud-brick Chamber, Lothal
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The presence of wooden coffins is also reported during the excavations at R 37 carried
out by Harappa Archaeological Research Project (HARP), under the direction of G.F.
Dales, Richard Meadow, R.P. Wright and J.M. Kenoyer (Dales, G.F. and J.M. Kenoyer
1990: 78-91). The remains of possible wooden lids in two burials have also been
reported from the excavations by HARP at R 37 (Dales, G.F. and J.M. Kenoyer 1990:
89). The evidence of coffins from R 37 is reported from the Lot Nos. 220, 198, 136, 197,
194, 198, 220, and 136 (Dales, G.F. and J.M. Kenoyer 1990: 86-89). The evidence from
Harappa is a clear indication of the interment of dead ones in specially made wooden
chambers or coffins, the mode of which is described both in the early and later Vedic
literature. The remains of a mud coffin are also reported from the excavation at
Dholavira (Bisht, R.S. 2014: 259). The Burial 29 from Kalibangan (Fig. 10) is an elaborate
one, containing a mud-brick rectangular chamber, plastered with mud plaster on the
interior portion. The burial also contains well over 70 burial pottery vessels, indicating
the importance of the individual interred in it.
The evidence of a mud-brick chamber is also found from the Sanauli excavations, even
though only a portion of the mud-brick walls is preserved in this case. The Burial 116
from Sanauli (Figs. 11-14) is a symbolic burial wherein no skeletal remains were found,
even though an elaborate arrangement of burial pottery is found at the northern
portion of the chamber. The chamber is made of mud-bricks, of which only portions of
north and west walls are preserved. The evidence also indicates nine extant courses of
mud-bricks, and the original height is indeterminable. Another interesting feature of
this burial is the representation of a human torso arranged through over 600 faience
beads.
The evidences presented above from the Harappan and late Harappan periods
corroborate with those from literary references to a chamber or coffin (Hkwfex`g%) for
interment of a deceased person. The possibility of a social hierarchy for such a
necessity of preparation of either a mud-brick chamber or a wooden coffin cannot be
ruled out, as the evidence for such elaborate burials are rare from the archaeological
context. Nevertheless, it may be surmised here that the archaeological evidence
indicates a definite correlation with the literary evidences in terms of a chamber / coffin
executed underneath the ground for the dead bodies.

References to Placement of Dead Bodies on barhi Grass
Bisht also alludes to the reference to other activities related to burial practices in the
Rigveda. One such activity is the reference to the dead bodies seated on barhi grass, the
verses have been reproduced here for ready reference. It has been argued (Bisht, R.S.
2014: 297) that the activity of placing the body on barhi grass is associated with the
interment of dead persons in the burial pit / chamber / coffin, depending upon the
nature of burial. The special type of grass mentioned implies some ritualistic
significance associated with the burial practices. Even though there is no evidence for
the placement of dead bodies on barhi grass from the archaeological context due to
want of specialised scientific studies of the soil and other sediments from the
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Harappan burials, the practice alluded in the above reference from Rigveda(X. 15.3-4)
cannot completely rule out such a possibility.
Aah< ip/t¨NTs?uiv/dÇa~ AiviTs/ npat< c iv/³m?[< c/ iv:[ae?>,
b/ih/R;da/e ye Sv/xya sutSy/ -jNt ip/TvSt #/hag?imóa>.3.
b/ih/R;d> iptr ^TyZ?/vaRigma v/aE h/Vya c?k&ma ju/;Xv?m!,
t Aa g/tav?sa/ zNt?me/wa? n/> z< yaer?r/pae d?xat.4.

Figure 10: Details of Burial 29, Kalibangan, Rajasthan (After Lal et al. 2007)
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Figure 11: Burial 116 Showing the Features of Mud-brick Chamber, Sanauli

Figure 12

Figure 13
Figure 14
Figures 12 -14: Burial Goods, Burial 116, Sanauli

References to Placement of Dead in Pottery Jars
Bisht also discusses the mode of disposal of dead bodies in pottery jars as mentioned in
the Rigveda (Bisht, R.S. 2014: 297). The verses X.15.9-10 have been identified by Bisht
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which mentions the placement of pitrs in pottery jars and the word ?keZlfö% has been
identified with the pottery vessels by Bisht (Bisht, R.S. 2014: 297).
ye ta?t&/;udeR?v/Ça jeh?mana haeÇa/ivd> Staem?tòasae AkE<,
AaGne? Yaih suiv/dÇ?ei-r/vaR'! s/TyE> k/VyE> ip/t&i-??"Rm/RsiÑ?>.9.
ye s/Tyasae? hiv/rdae? hiv/:pa #NÔE[ d/evE> s/rw/< dxa?na>,
AaGne? Yaih s/hö< devv/NdE> prE/> pUv?E> ipt&i-?"RmRsiÑ?>.10.
In terms of archaeological evidence from Harappan sites, the pot burials have been
reported from both mature and Late Harappan contexts. The reference of several
instances of post-cremation urns from Mohenjo-daro, Harappa and several other
Baluchistan sites can be quoted here as evidence to pottery jars used for either
cremated body fragments, ash, and other contents, etc. In particular, the evidences
from the sites of Harappa, Mohenjo-daro, Kalibangan, Chanhu-daro, Periano-ghundai,
Mughal-ghundai, Mehi, Sutkagen-dor, Dabar-kot are worth mentioning. The evidence
from Kalibangan for pot burials (Fig. 15-17) in the cemetery area to the west of
habitation is interesting. The pot burials were designated a separate area in the
cemetery at Kalibangan, to its northern periphery while the rectangular burials occupy
a larger space in the southern portion. This may also indicate existence of people of
different social customs and beliefs.
The Late Harappan burials from Cemetery H at Harappa can also be quoted as
evidence for pottery burials containing human fragmentary bones that were interred
after exposure as well as post-cremation ones.

Figure 15: Pot Burial 18, Kalibangan
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Figure 16: Pot Burial 20, Kalibangan

Figure 17: Pot Burial 25, Kalibangan
The body laid on one side together with drawing up the legs is also noticed from
Rigveda and discussed by Bisht (Bisht, R.S. 2014: 297). The verse RV X.15.6 mentions the
nature of laying the dead on their right side while drawing up their legs in a crouched
position. The drawing up of the legs and placing the hands in front of the face
resembles the utero position in the foetal condition.
In the archaeological context, the laying of dead body on one side with legs drawn up
is noticed right from the Neolithic period onwards from Mehrgarh. However, the
mode of disposal of dead of this particular variety is not noticed during the Harappan
and Late Harappan cultures, which indicates a clear demarcation from certain burial
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beliefs and customs or an indication of people from different socio-cultural beliefs and
traditions.
RV X.15.6 mentioning the burial lying on their right side and drawing up their legs.
AaCya/ janu? di][/tae in/;*em< y}mi- g&[It ivñe,
ma ih<isò iptr> ken icÚae yÖ Aag> purU;ta kram.6.
The evidence from Mehrgarh is most striking in that the burials contain interment of
dead bodies placed to the left (instead of right as noticed in the reference from Rigveda)
with the legs drawn up. The evidence is noticed right from the Neolithic period up to
the Advanced Chalcolithic period (Period VII).
The evidence from other Baluchistan sites during the formative stages of Harappan
culture (Pre / Early Harappan period) also indicates similar modes of disposal.
Examples can be quoted here from the sites of Sohr Damb/Nal, Shahi Tump (right
side), Miri Qalat, Nindowari (right side).
Among the evidences from the sites mentioned above, the disposal of dead from the
sites of Period VII from Mehrgarh, Shahi Tump and Nindowari is of special interest as
the placement and arrangement of the dead body corresponds to the description
available in the Rigveda. The position of dead bodies from these sites is laid on their
right side with their legs drawn up along with burial pottery and furniture in a
majority of cases. It is surprising to note as mentioned above that this particular mode
of disposal of dead is not present during the mature or late Harappan Cultures.

References to Joint Burials
The reference to a possible joint burial of a wife along with her husband in one verse of
the Rigveda (X.18.7) and in another verse (X.18.8) the wife is being told to rise from the
grave (possibly) to leave the husband as he is lifeless, while in X.18.9 it is indicated that
the person was interred with bow and arrow, and Bisht interprets that the brother of
the person interred pulls out the wife from the grave (Bisht, R.S. 2014: 298). The
translation of the three verses is given below. The verses indicate that there could have
been a tradition to either bury the widow of the dead man along with him, or as a
custom and tradition, a ritual is performed to lay the woman along with the dead man
for a brief period and then the brother of the dead person raises her. It is also indicated
by X.18.9 that the personal weapons were also buried along with the dead person for a
brief period and then taken back.
#/ma narI?rivx/va> supTn/IraÃ?nen s/ipR;a/ s< iv?zNtu,
A/n/ïvae=nmI/va> s/urTna/ Aa raehNtu/ jn?yae/ yaein/m¢e?.7.
Let these women who are not widows, who have good husbands, enter (anointed) with unguent
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and butter. Let women without tears, without sorrow, and decorated with jewels, first proceed
to the house (Arya, R.P. andJoshi, K.L. 1997: 235).
%dI?:vR nay/Ri- jI?vlae/k< g/tas?um/etmup? ze;/ @ih?,
h/St/¢a/-Sy? idix/;aeStv/ed< pTy?ujRin/Tvm/i- s< b?-Uw.8.
Rise, woman, (and go) to the world of living beings; come this man near whom you sleep is
lifeless: you have enjoyed this state of being the wife of your husband, the suitor who took you
by the band (Arya, R.P. and Joshi, K.L. 1997: 236).
In terms of archaeological evidence, there are a few instances of joint burials from the
Harappan sites, the best among them is the Burial 6 from Lothal cemetery (Fig. 9,
above). Another example of a joint burial is from Burial 69, Sanauli (Fig. 18), wherein
the skeletal remains of three persons were unearthed. The sex determination of two of
the individuals could be carried out which indicated that one is a male and other that
of a female. It is difficult to interpret both these evidences in terms of the references
found in Rigveda as the verses clearly indicate that the woman was raised by from the
grave, which indicates that she was not buried, even though a ritual might have been
performed.
Nevertheless, the evidence from archaeological record of at least two instances wherein
both a male and female skeletal remains were found triggers new questions and
interpretations as the excavator of Lothal even interpreted its evidence as a practice of
Sati during Harappan period (Rao, S.R. 1979: 243).
xnuhRStadaddanae m&tSyaSme ]Çay vcRs blay,
AÇEv Tvimh vy< suvIra ivña> Sm&xae Ai-matIjRyem.9.
Taking his bow from the hand of the dead man, for the sake of our vigour, energy and strength,
(I say) you are there may we (who are) here, blessed with male offspring, overcome all the
enemies who assail us (Arya, R.P. and Joshi, K.L. 1997: 236).

References to Piling up of Earth above Burials
Bisht quotes several verses from the Rigveda on the surface indications of burials (Bisht
R.S. 2014: 298). It can be interpreted from the references in the Sanskrit literature that
there was a definite practice during Vedic times to indicate the burials as leaving the
surface flattened will lead to damage to the graves. One such instance is the piling of
earth above the burial, in the form of a tumulus to indicate the burial. The verses,
which indicate the piling up of earth above the burials, are X.18.10-12, are reproduced
below along with the translations.
%p? spR ma/tr/< -Uim?me/tam?uéVyc?s< p&iw/vI< s/uzeva?m!,
^[?Rèda yuv/itdRi]?[avt @/;a Tva? pat/u in\?Rter/upSwa?t!.10.
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Go to this your mother-earth, the wide-spread, delightful earth; this virgin (earth is) as soft as
wool, to the liberal (worshipper) may she protect you from the proximity of Nirrti (Arya, R.P.
and Joshi, K.L. 1997: 236).

Figure 18: Triple Burial (Burial 69) from Sanauli
%?ÂSv p&iwiv/ ma in ba?xwa> sUpay/naSmE -v sUpvÂ/na,
ma/ta p/uÇ< ywa? is/ca_y?en< -Um ^[Rih.11.
Earth, rise up above him; oppress him not; be attentive to him (and) comfortable; cover him up,
earth, as a mother covers her child with the skirt of her garment (Arya, R.P. and Joshi, K.L.
1997: 236).
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%/£Â?mana p&iw/iv
iv su it?ótu s/hö<
ö/ imt/ %p ih ïy?
ï Ntam,
te g/&hasa?e "&tíu
í
/ t
u a?e -vNtu iv/ñaha?
a SmE zr/[a> s/NTvÇ?.12.

May thhe earth heapeed over him lie light; may thousands off particles (of dust) enveloppe him; may
these mansions
m
disttil ghee (for him);
h
may thhey every dayy be an asylu
um to him in
n this world
(Arya,, R.P. and Jo
oshi, K.L. 19997: 236).
The ab
bove referen
nces clearly speak
s
of a reesting place for
f the deceaased person in the laps
of mother earth, where
w
a grav
ve pit could
d have been excavated and
a
in orderr to further
d individual, heap of earth was placeed above it.
protecct the buried
The placing of a heap of mu
ud or earth can serve tw
wo purposees, first to in
ndicate the
nce of a buriial so that itt may not bee desecrated
d and the seccond to furth
her protect
presen
from the
t vagariess of nature to
t expose it.. In terms of
o archaeolo
ogical eviden
nce from a
Harap
ppan site, clear
c
and distinctive
d
e
evidence
is gleaned frrom the ceemetery at
Dholaavira. At Dh
holavira, the presence off several tum
muli were no
oticed on thee north and
northw
west of a no
ow dried up lake to the southwest of
o the settlem
ment. Bishtt excavated
two off these tumu
uli, namely Tumulus 1 (Figs. 19-21)) and Tumu
ulus 2 (Figs. 22-23) and
both revealed
r
an extensive arrangement
a
t of burial complex,
c
hittherto unearrthed from
any Harappan
H
sitee. One of th
he burials fro
om Sanauli also
a
has an indication of
o a surface
piling of up eartth that migh
ht have beeen placed over the burrial after intterment of
skeletaal remains and
a
grave goods.
g
The evidence
e
is obtained fro
om Burial 15 (Fig. 24),
whereein a clear-cu
ut pit line waas also deterrmined unlik
ke most of th
he other burrials where
a clearr grave pit liine was very
y difficult to demarcate.

Figure 19
ure 20
Figu
F
Figures
19 an
nd 20: Geneeral view of Tumuli 1 During
D
Excav
vation, Dhollavira

References to Surface Indication
I
ns of Buriials
There are referen
nces to otheer surface indications of
o burials other
o
than the
t
aboveoned piling of earth or tumulus. Bisht
B
refers to RV X.18.133 and X.18.44 for such a
mentio
surfacce indication
n in the form
m of erecting
g a pillar on
n top or sidee of the tumu
ulus in the
former and placin
ng a ring of stones as a boundary between
b
the living and the lead in
the lattter (Bisht R..S. 2014: 298)).
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%Äe? St_naim p&iw/vI< TvTprI/m< lae/g< in/dx/Nmae A/h< ir?;m!,
@/ta<SwU[?a< ip/trae? xaryNtu te=Ça? y/m> sad?na te imnaetu.13.
#/m< jI/ve_y?> pir/ix> d?xaim/ mE;a</ nu ga/dp?rae/ AwR?me/tm!,
z/t< jI?vNtu z/rd?> puê/cIr/NtmR&/Tyu< d?xta/< pv?Rten.4.
In terms of archaeological evidence, the burial types from Dholavira and Surkotada
exhibit the presence of vertical stones marking the presence of burials as well as cairn
toppings on the surface over the burials.

Figure 21a
Figure 21b
Figure 21a: Jewellery Unearthed from Tumuli 1; Figure 21 b: Arrangement of Pottery
and Funerary Goods inside the Tumuli, Dholavira

References to Funerary Offerings and Vessels
There are references from the later Vedic literature on the nature of offerings to the
dead and pottery in which they are placed. The references from Atharvaveda have been
quoted by Bisht (2014: 298) in this regard and the relevant verses are AV VIII.4.16-30,
which are reproduced below for ready reference:
ApUpvan! ]Irva<íéreh sIdtu,
laekk&t> piwk&tae yjamhe ye devana< hut-aga #h Sw.16.
The above verse mentions about the offerings of cakes made of flour (of rice / wheat)
cooked with ghee (iq,) and food cooked in milk ({khj) made to the pitrs.
ApUpvan! dixva<íéreh sIdtu,
laekk&t> piwk&tae yjamhe ye devana< hut-aga #h Sw.17.
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Figure 22: General View of the
Tumulus 2, Dholavira

Figure 23: Details of Interior of
Tumulus 2, Dholavira

Figure 24: Pit Line Indicate by Red Dashed Line and Heap of Earth Indicated by
Blue Dashed Line, Burial 15, Sanauli
The above verse mentions about the offerings of cakes made of flour (of rice / wheat)
cooked with ghee (iq,) and curds.
ApUpvan! ÔPsva<íéreh sIdtu,
laekk&t> piwk&tae yjamhe ye devana< hut-aga #h Sw.18.
The above verse mentions about the offerings of cakes made of flour (of rice / wheat)
cooked with ghee (iq,) and drops / juices.
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ApUpvan! "&tva<íéreh sIdtu,
laekk&t> piwk&tae yjamhe ye devana< hut-aga #h Sw.19.
The above verse mentions about the offerings of cakes made of flour (of rice / wheat)
cooked with ghee (iq,) and clarified butter (ghee).
ApUpvan! ma<sva<íéreh sIdtu,
laekk&t> piwk&tae yjamhe ye devana< hut-aga #h Sw.20.
The above verse mentions about the offerings of cakes made of flour (of rice / wheat)
cooked with ghee (iq,) and flesh / meat.
ApUpvanÚva<íéreh sIdtu,
laekk&t> piwk&tae yjamhe ye devana< hut-aga #h Sw.21.
The above verse mentions about the offerings of cakes made of flour (of rice / wheat)
cooked with ghee (iq,) and food.
ApUpvan! mxuma<<íéreh sIdtu,
laekk&t> piwk&tae yjamhe ye devana< hut-aga #h Sw.22.
The above verse mentions about the offerings of cakes made of flour (of rice / wheat)
cooked with ghee (iq,) and honey.
ApUpvan! rsva<íéreh sIdtu,
laekk&t> piwk&tae yjamhe ye devana< hut-aga #h Sw.23.
The above verse mentions about the offerings of cakes made of flour (of rice / wheat)
cooked with ghee (iq,) and juices.
ApUpvanpva<<íéreh sIdtu,
laekk&t> piwk&tae yjamhe ye devana< hut-aga #h Sw.24.
The above verse mentions about the offerings of cakes made of flour (of rice / wheat)
cooked with ghee (iq,) and water.
ApUpaipihtan! kuM-an! ya<Ste deva Axaryn!,
te te sNtu SvxavNtae mxumNtae "&tïut>.25.
The above verse mentions about the offerings prepared of rice cakes mixed with ghee
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(iq,) which are placed in covered pottery vessels (dy”k or dqEHk) and full of fatness and
honey juices. Thus, this verse is a direct reference to pottery vessels filled with
offerings.
yaSte xana Anuikraim itlimïa> SvxavtI>,
taSte sNtUd!_vI> à_vIStaSte ymae rajanu mNytam!.26.
The above verse mentions about the offerings consisting of grains and sesame seeds
soaked in water and heated in pans, which are offered for safe passage through the
netherworld.
Ai]it< -UysIm!.27.
The above verse mentions that let these offerings made (through the above verses) be
available for the deceased person and Yama may grant permission for usage for a
longer period.
ÔPsíSkNd p&iwvImnu *aimm< c yaeinmnu yí pUvR>,
sman< yaeinmnu s<crNt< ÔPs< juhaeMynu sPt haeÇa>.28.
The above verse mentions that the sacred juice (Soma), which is only available to the
great seers and holy men, is offered through seven oblations.
ztxar< vayumkR< SvivRd< n&c]sSte Ai- c]te riym!,
ye p&[aiNt à c yCDiNt svRda te duÿte di][a< sPtmatrm!.29.
The above verse mentions about the various gods like Vayu, Aditya, Deva, etc., and
these offerings made help in the safe passage.
kaez< duhiNt klz< ctuibRlimfa< wenu< mxumtI< SvStye,
^jR< mdNtImidit< jne:vGne ma ih<sI> prme Vyaemn!.30.
The above verse requests the god Agni not to cause harm or injury or offerings made
so that the purpose for which they were caused to be serve the purpose. The above
verses clearly indicate that the various pottery vessels placed in the burial pit were
meant for holding different types of food offerings like “….cake, milk, curd, ghee, meat,
juices, honey, other eatables, some mixed with sesame seeds and so on..” as mentioned by
Bisht (Bisht R.S. 2014: 298).The various pottery vessels found from the burials of
Harappan and Late Harappan period could have served a definite purpose of holding
some sort of food items. The exact food items it was holding can be scientifically
identified by lipid profile tests. However, from the foregoing references of Vedic and
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later Vedic literature, it can be presumed that a variety of food items were placed, also
in covered pottery vessels. The burial pottery from the cemeteries of various sites
includes a wide variety of types and shapes. Sanauli too, is not an exception in this
case, and the general typology of burial pottery consists of tall, elliptical vases; bowls,
small pots, large vases, storage jars with / without lids, dish-on-stands, etc (Figs. 25-28).

Figure 25: Pottery Vessels in Burial 15,
Sanauli

Figure 26: Pottery Vessels in Burial 14,
Sanauli

Figure 27: Pottery Vessels in Burial 69,
Sanauli

Figure 28: Pottery Vessels in Burial 8,
Sanauli

References to Recitation During the Death Ceremony
The Rigveda in the Sukta 16 of X Mandala also contains verses that are referred to as
recited at or upon the death of a person (Arya, R.P. and Joshi, K.L. 1997: 227-228).
This is also an indication of the standardisation of rituals and practices related to death.
The verses that are commonly recited at or upon the death of a person are RV X.16.1-6
which are mentioned below along with translation:
mEnmGne z&t< dhae mai- zaecae maSy Tvc< ici]pae ma zrIrm!,
yda z&t< k&[vae jatvedae=wemen< à ih[utaiTpt&_y>.1.
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Agni, consume him not entirely; afflict him not; scatter not (here and there) his skin nor his
body; when Jatavedas, you have rendered him mature, then send him to the Pitrs (Arya, R.P.
and Joshi, K.L. 1997: 227).
z&t< yda kris jatvedae=wemen< pir dÄaiTpt&_y>,
yda gCDaTysunIitmetamwa devana< vznI-Rvait.2.
When you have rendered him mature, then give him up, Jataveds, to the Pitrs; when he proceeds
to that world of spirits, then he becomes subject to the will of the gods (Arya, R.P. and Joshi,
K.L. 1997: 227).
sUyR< c]ugRCDtu vatmaTma *a< v gCD p&iwvI< c xmR[a,
Apae va gCD yid tÇ< te ihtmae;xI;u àit itóa zrIrE>.3.
Let the eye repair to the sun; the breath to the wind; go you to the heaven or to the earth,
according to your merit; or go to the waters if it suits you (to be) there, or abide with your
members in the plants (Arya, R.P. and Joshi, K.L. 1997: 228).
Ajae -agStpsa t< tpSv t<te zaeicStptu t< te AicR>,
yaSte izvaStNvae jatvedStai-vRhEn< suk&tamu laekm!.4.
The unborn portion, burn that, Agni, with your heat; let your flame, your splendor, consume it;
with those glorious members which your have given him, Jatavedas, bear him to the world (of
the virtuous)(Arya, R.P. and Joshi, K.L. 1997: 228).
Av s&j punrGne ipt&_yae ySt Aahutírit Svxai->,
AayuvRsan %p vetu ze;> s< gCDta< tNva jatved>.5.
Dismiss again to the Pitrs, Agni, him who offered on ou, comes with the Svadhas: putting on
(celestial) life, let the remains (of bodily life) depart: let him, Jatavedas, be associated with a body
(Arya, R.P. and Joshi, K.L. 1997: 228).
yÄe k&:[> zku Aatutaed ippIl> spR %t va ñapd>,
AiGnòiÖñadgd< k&[atu saemí yae äaý[~a Aaivvez.6.
Should the black crow, the ant, the snake, the wild beast, harm (a limb) of you, may Agni the all
devourer, and the Soma that has pervaded the Brahmanas, make it whole (Arya, R.P. and
Joshi, K.L. 1997: 228).

Reference Regarding the Size of Burial Pits
It is also interesting to note that the Vedic literature also contains information on the
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various sizes of pits that are to be dug for various classes of people. In this regard,
Bisht cites reference from the Satapatha Brahmana which indicates the various sizes of
pits. Like Datta above, Bisht also mentions that “…a sepulchre should be of man’s size and
not too large and yet... the dimension of the mound differently for each class of people such for a
Kshatriya as high as a man with stretched arms, for a brahmana reaching up to the mouth, for a
woman up to the hips, a vaisya up to the thighs, for a sudra up to the knee” (Bisht R.S. 2014:
299).The reference for the above is from the verse XIII.8.3.11 from Satapatha Brahmana.
The above reference is an indication of the varying sizes of burial pits depending upon
the class of people to be interred. This also reflects the social conditions prevailing in
the contemporary society. Archaeologically speaking, it is very difficult to determine
the exact depth of the grave pits, as it has been largely observed in cemeteries at
Harappa, Kalibangan, or Sanauli they were in continuous use for a longer duration and
hence levelled and used. It is also due to this fact that several older burials have been
disturbed by later period burials. Subsequently, after the sites have been abandoned
and later period activities largely affected the surface contour of the ancient sites as
well as the cemeteries. The cemeteries of Harappa and Sanauli are excellent examples
in this regard, wherein the burials are found very close to the surface and also the
upper level burials are often affected by ploughing and other levelling activities.

Conclusion
Several scholars in the past attempted the correlation of customs and practices related
to burial rituals between the archaeological evidences and the earliest Sanskrit
literature as observed above. However, the present attempt was aimed at collating the
most important interpretations and correlations at a single place and inferring from the
available archaeological evidences vis-à-vis the literary references already available in
the form of published references. It was observed that the archaeological evidences
from Harappa, Lothal, Kalibangan, Dholavira and Sanauli, etc., correlates with the
literary references to disposal of dead and certain rituals performed to a larger extent.
However, the consensus on the dating of the literary sources vis-à-vis the
archaeological evidence from Harappan culture is a major issue. Nevertheless, even if
the early Vedic and later Vedic literature is dated to the mid of second millennium
BCE, it preserves definitive references for the kind of rituals and practices related to
disposal of dead and it can be easily presumed that even compiling and putting into a
vast quantity of literature in the form of a corpus requires a vast accumulation of
knowledge of the bygone eras and cultures.
Thus, the information contained in the Vedic literature along with the contemporary
cultural beliefs and customs of the people, may also preserves the knowledge of the
bygone eras to a certain extent. In this context, the correlation of archaeological
evidence from the Harappan Culture with the Vedic literature by various scholars are
worthwhile and the present attempt in surveying several burials sites including
Sanauli clearly demonstrates a possibility of continuity of traditions of Harappans and
its preservation in ancient literature. The scientific analysis of pottery contents from
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the burials of Harappan sites including that of Sanauli may also help in the future to
exactly correlate with the references from AV VIII.4.16-30 regarding the nature of food
items made as offerings in pottery vessels. The scientific analysis may also strengthen
and identify the belief in afterlife of Harappans through the identification of food
materials stored with the burials.
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